Student Council Meeting minutes

March 4, 2015

1. Med Mentors, Gayathri Prabhakar : $200.00 YES
   a. Pizza (80 people, 3 slices/person, $6/pizza )
      April 4th. High school students. Dr. Ruben will talk to them. Plan to do more
      email mentoring for the springs. They will be going to a career fair to table.

2. Family Medicine, Alex Miller : $45.01 YES
   a. $147.19 ($102.18 left in budget)
      i. Injections clinic. 40 people signed up. Will provide dinner.

   a. Pizza (10 Domino’s Pizza)
      i. Sponsoring Dr. McCulley (Devil’s advocate) and Dr. Bell from pediatrics ICU to
         do a debate about childhood vaccines. This will be March 31. You probably need

4. Pediatric, Stephanie Brooks : $86.75 NO
   a. Sugar Snap dinner
      i. Sugar snap usually does delivery fee and UVM fee. Probably more like over
         $100.00. DURING THE TALENT SHOW.

5. Human Figure Drawing, Lynn Sipsey : New SIG YES
   i. Meet once a month on Mondays from 6-8:30. A model costs $50.00 X 8 months.
      We need a faculty member. 10 people came to the last event. Could this be
      more inclusive of other artistic endeavors? Planning for the commencement
      ceremony for the donors. HSF for next year. Students bring their own supplies.
      The most important funding is for the models.

6. Space Medicine Explorers Association, Claire Park : New SIG YES
   i. The evolution of space medicine. Lower the cost of orbit could lead to more
      people going into space. Aerospace medicine falls under preventative medicine.
      Dr. Kaminski is on board. We need the department and contact information. MD
      familiar with space environment.

7. Psychiatry SIG, Miles Grunvald : New SIG YES
   i. 20 people for lunch. Maybe $200.00. There is a strong leadership core. 4 lunch
      events from now until summer. Brown bags may be more realistic for next year.
      Pull people in with food? There has been no contact with previous Psychology
      SIG.

8. SIG Process changes

9. SIG BUDGET
   i. We are a little bit over. We are about $800.00 over. Added $6,000.
      b. Task Force
         i. SIG people from each class + Paul + president elect.

10. Film Screening Program
    a. SIGs showing films
    b. Funding
i. How to budget for SIG.

11. Talent Show updates
   i. Mike judges. The talent show. Prizes for different acts instead of a “winner”.

12. President elect (should be next week)
   i. Dan will be president starting Match day
   ii. OSLER video. There will be a banquet May 14th. Start now. 30 people will need to be recruited (show them an example). This is to support the 4th years. Need video editing person involved. People need to write skits. A 10-15 minute video that will capture medical school. They will ask the fourth years to send information and have a point person to deal with this specific part. Presents to the fourth year student council people. The staff and faculty should be a part of this as well.

13. Kiersten Hallquist: Student council rep for access/privileges to student class listservs
   a. One page proposal about why we should have access to MELT
   b. Generate bullets for this proposal
      i. Student events for example the talent show
      ii. Transparency is important and direct communication is important
      iii. Reduce redundancy
      iv. Timeliness
      v. One person representing (chair of communications)
      vi. One email from a student council member actually being read
      vii. We use Facebook, but this is not a good tool
      viii. Things get buried in the weekly wire
      ix. OSLER video

14. Dr. Imbasciani will serve as the Class of 2015 Commencement Keynote Speaker

15. CPR and First Aid training for medical students: David Leon
   i. We get it before clerkship

16. Yearbook, Ryan Hendrix
   i. It seems like it might not be worth it. Where should we go with it? Student affairs team meeting should talk about this. Johnston’s contract—should we still have this? The portal is not user friendly. We should not get rid of yearbook, but there are other options.

17. Med school ice hockey team vs. Dartmouth
   i. “The Specimen Cup”. Should we sponsor some kind of event? Will it come out of SIG funding? This could come from OMSE? It is happening in March.
NEW STUDENT INTEREST GROUP APPLICATION

Date of Application: 2/16/2015

Name of Group: Human Figure Drawing

Officers, list all with their positions/responsibilities/class year:

Lynn Sipsey: coordinator/ coordinating models and dates / class of 2018
Kelly Collier: coordinator/ coordinating models and dates / class of 2018
Derek Luzim: Treasurer/ budgeting and paying for models and spaces/ class of 2018

Primary Group Contact Information:

Lynn Sipsey  
802 349 3837  
lynn.sipsey@med.uvm.edu

Faculty Advisor, Department (contact info, email):

Shona Sladyk  
Admissions Coordinator  
(802)656-8427  
shona.sladyk@uvm.edu

Statement of Purpose (Description of Goals and Objectives of this SIG):

To provide an environment where medical students and affiliated others can practice drawing from a live model - to provide relaxation, right brain thinking and observing the human body in a non academic setting.

Statement of Operations (Description of Planned Events/Outreach/Anticipated Funding):

Monthly meetings on Mondays from 6-8:30 in the Given 300 courtyard. There will be a model, compensated at the rate of $25/hour to sit for several poses.

Membership Guidelines (what are the requirements to be considered a member of this Student Interest Group):

Monthly sign ups, meeting attendance

No group or organization can deny consideration for membership to any student because of sex, race, religion, creed, national origin, handicap, sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status. The Office of Medical Student Education is not responsible for the recruitment of members or the development of group activities. The group is solely responsible for funding and expense issues. By signing this document, you agree to abide by the University of Vermont’s policies and the UVM COM SIG Policy and Procedures.
NEW STUDENT INTEREST GROUP APPLICATION

Date of Application:  February 20, 2015

Name of Group:  MedX (Space Medicine Explorers Association)

Officers, list all with their positions/responsibilities/class year:
- Clare Park, Founding President, Class of 2018
- Pete Seymour, Founding President, Class of 2018
- Jacob Korzun, Founding President, Class of 2018

Primary Group Contact Information: clare.park@med.uvm.edu

Faculty Advisor, Department (contact info, email):  David Kaminsky, M.D.

Statement of Purpose (Description of Goals and Objectives of this SIG):
- MedX strives to advance aerospace medicine through disseminating knowledge and research, promoting interest, and presenting career opportunities in the field.

Statement of Operations (Description of Planned Events/Outreach/Anticipated Funding):
- Guest talks from aerospace medicine physicians and researchers
- Student presentation & discussion sessions on current aerospace medicine research
- Film viewing and discussions about various aerospace medicine topics
- Information sessions on learning more about aerospace medicine

Membership Guidelines (what are the requirements to be considered a member of this Student Interest Group):
UVM medical students interested in aerospace medicine

No group or organization can deny consideration for membership to any student because of sex, race, religion, creed, national origin, handicap, sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status. The Office of Medical Student Education is not responsible for the recruitment of members or the development of group activities. The group is solely responsible for funding and expense issues. By signing this document, you agree to abide by the University of Vermont’s policies and the UVM COM SIG Policy and Procedures.

Submitted By:  Clare Park  Date:  2/20/2015
NEW STUDENT INTEREST GROUP APPLICATION

Date of Application: 2/27/2015

Name of Group: Psychiatry SIG

Officers, list all with their positions/responsibilities/class year:
- Miles Grunvald- Co-Leader/Planning and facilitating events/2018
- Moshe Bitterman- Co-Leader/ Planning and facilitating events /2018
- Gilana Finogenov- Co-leader/Public outreach/2018
- Lindsey Wyatt- Co-leader/ Planning and facilitating events /2018
- Dana Ribaudo- Co-leader/ Planning and facilitating events /2018
- Derek Luzim- Co-leader/ Planning and facilitating events /2018

Primary Group Contact Information:
Miles.Grunvald@med.uvm.edu

Faculty Advisor, Department (contact info, email):
Steven Runyan DO, Psychiatry (Steven.Runyan@uvmhealth.org)

Statement of Purpose (Description of Goals and Objectives of this SIG)
- Provide educational opportunities about psychiatric conditions and treatments
- Promote interest in psychiatry and associated fields
- Provide information and resources for students wanting to enter or explore the field of psychiatry
- Function as a liaison between leading psychiatric professional and medical students at UVM
- Identify and promote research opportunities for students

Statement of Operations (Description of Planned Events/Outreach/Anticipated Funding):
- Events being planned:
  - Monthly journal club
  - Mental health open forums/Q&A with psychiatrists
  - Mental health first aid workshop
  - Lunch time discussion on mental health in medical student population
  - “Mental illness through the ages” ongoing lunch time dialogue
  - Spectrum of sexual behavior with Gale Golden

- We are anticipating that we will need funding to provide food for our lunch time discussions and for the Mental Health First Aid workshop.

Membership Guidelines (what are the requirements to be considered a member of this Student Interest Group):
- Express interest in psychiatry and participate in events and meetings
• Subscribe to our preferred routes of communication (to keep current with the ongoing of the psychiatry SIG).

No group or organization can deny consideration for membership to any student because of sex, race, religion, creed, national origin, handicap, sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status. The Office of Medical Student Education is not responsible for the recruitment of members or the development of group activities. The group is solely responsible for funding and expense issues. By signing this document, you agree to abide by the University of Vermont’s policies and the UVM COM SIG Policy and Procedures.

Submitted By: __Miles Grunvald____________ Date: __2/27/2015____________

Please email form to Stephanie Brooks (Stephanie.A.Brooks@med.uvm.edu)
With the expansion of the UVM Medical Center we are looking to take advantage of the increased number of physicians potentially available.

It is important to fill out surveys carefully.

There are forks and knives in the student lounge.

There will be lanyards ordered for students.

Committee Updates:

- Student Council has scheduled the Talent Show to take place on 3/18, the Wednesday before Match.
- Big sibling/little sibling coordination will fall under the ownership of Wellness.
- Students are interested in mock interviews for residency.
- Katherine Anderson is the new AAMC-OSR representative. There will be two presentations coming up for the research poster conference on 4/16/15. Should honors be removed from the first two years?